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Summary. A new statistical method is presented for determining an average growth curve
which is valid in the sense of representing both the average dynamic, or tempo, and the
average intensity of the growth process studied. In this context, growth curve means either
distance, velocity or acceleration curve. The prinicpal idea is to shift individual curves
continuously (and nonJinearly) in age to an average developmental age scale. Since the
resulting curves represent the typical shape rather than individual variations of it, they are of
interest for comparisons of different variables of boys and girls and of subgroups. The
method is illustrated with longitudinal growth data from the first Zurich longitudinal study.

1. Introduction
In this paper we describe a new statistical method for obtaining an average curve for

a sample of curves (or subjects), and to show its usefulness in analysing longitudinal
growth studies (statistical theory is given in Kneip and Gasser (1989a, 1989b)). This
approach is also of interest in other situations where individual curves differ in their
tempo and amplitude. Obtaining a valid average-growth curve offers a number of
advantages, in particular at the outset of a data analysis.

(l) An average curve gives a parsimonious description of the data and thus facilitates
comparisons of different groups (e.g. boys and girls) and subgroups, or of different
somatic quantities (such as leg lengXh and sitting height).

(2) A large number of measurements is usually available for computing an average
curve: number of individuals multiplied by number of measurements per
individual. An adequate statistical strategy should then offer a small variability and
a small bias (i.e systematic error). The compromise between variance and bias is
much more delicate when analysing single curves (Gasser, Kcihler, Muller, Kneip,
Largo and Molinari 1984a).

(3) A mean curve ideally is able to show the typical pattern of growth, irrespective of
individual peculiarities. Due to substantial interindividual variation in dynamics
and intensity of growth, selected individual examples may lead to claims which lack
general validity.

At first sight, it is somewhat surprising that classical statistical methods are of relatively
little help in computing a valid average curve. It has long been recognized that the cross-
sectional mean does not adequately reflect the dynamics of growth (Shuttleworth 1937).
Ad hoc procedures using some sort of alignment prior to computing the mean have
been used instead in order to account for individual differences in the rate of
development. If a good parametric model were available, the problem would become
easier: individual curves would be fitted to the data and averaging would take place at
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the level of individual parameters to produce what is called a mean-constant curve (see,
for example, figures 9 and l0 of StUtde, Gasser, Molinari, Prader and Huber (1980) for
the shape-invariant model of height growth). A well-known parametric model for the
pubertal period is the logistic model, whereas the model suggested by Preece and Baines
(1978) also tries to account for prepubertal growth. However, parametric modelling
from birth to adulthood is difficult due to the occurence of the mid-growth spurt (MS),
to large interindividual variation, etc. (Gasser et al.1984a). This makes non-parametric
methods such as kernel estimators an attractive alternative, since they do not rely on an
a priori specified functional model (Gasser, Muller, Kdhler, Molinari and Prader
1984b). Thus, the procedure presented herein builds on non-parametric methods of
curve fitting which have been previously introduced.

The principal idea behind the 'structural average curye' to be introduced is
illustrated in figure l, which shows smoothed velocity curves of sitting height. In figure
l(a) six individuals are shown who differ in timing and amplitude. Before further
processing, each individual curve is transformed in time to a common average time axis
in order to synchronize individual curves to average development. This is done by a
continuous transformation of the time-scale, using individual time points of extrema
and inflection points (i.e. extrema in the derivative of the curve) as anchor points
('characteristic times') for this transformation. After this, the curves look much more
similar since one type of interindividual variability has been eliminated (figure l(b)). As
is to be expected, the average of the untransformed and of the transformed curves differ
substantially (figure l(c)). only the transformed 'structural' average corresponds to the
pattern seen in individual curves. By construction, characteristic times should occur in
the average curve at the average age with the average intensity. A preliminary report of
this approach has been given by Gasser and co-workers (Gasser, Kneip, Binding,
Largo, Prader and Molinari 1989a; Gasser, Kneip and Kohler 1989b, 1989c).

2. Subjects and methods

Subjects and measurements
In 1954 a prospective longitudinal study of the growth and development of 413

healthy Swiss children was initiated at the Kinderspital Ztirich, as part of the
coordinated longitudinal studies of the Centre International de I'Enfance in Paris

@alkner 1960). Children were expected to come to the hospital at 4, 13,26,39 weeks,
thenat l ,  l '5and2years,andaftertheageof2yearsannual lyatbir thdays t14days
up to 9 years for girls and up to l0 years for boys. After these ages they were measured
every 6 months, ideally within the same limits, until the annual increment in height was
less than 0.5 cm year- r. Yearly measurements were continued until the increment had
become less than 0'5cm in 2 years. No child was discharged before age 18 years. A
further conceptual 'measurement' was introduced at age - 0'75 year, assuming value
zero (corresponding to conception). This was done for the benefit of statistical analysis,
but this also makes sense biologically when determining velocity and acceleration in
early infancy. The exact days of measurement were available and used in the analysis,
so that the measurements outside the above intervals could be included, leading to a
more complete data set. Children who failed to attend on more than two occassions, or
on two successive occassions, were excluded from the analysis. The same applies to
children who developed a disease hampering growth. These criteria led to a rather
complete data set for ll2 girls and 120 boys (note that one-third of the original sample
left the study during the first year of life). The details of the measurements are given in
Falkner (1960).
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Figure 1. (a) Six smoothed velocity curves of sitting height. (b) Same curves as in (a) but shifted

continuously in time to common 'developmental' age scale. (c) Structural average (-), cross-
sectional average C--).
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Computations
Computing was done on the IBM 3090D of the Computer Centre of the University

of Heidelberg and on a graphic workstation SUN 3/60. Prior to carrying out the
statistical analysis, errors in the data were checked for and corrected. Most of the
statistical and graphical work was based on our programs in FORTRAN 77.

Statistical methods
The main idea of the new method is to align the individual data to an average

developmental age so that comparable events will occur at comparable ages, and to
ayerage the individual curves thereafter. A regular auxological tool is to align to age of
pubertal peak velocity and possibly to the age of the MS (described fully in Gasser,
Kohler, Muller, Prader, Largo and Molinari (1985a) figure 5). A clear description of the
pitfalls of a cross-sectional analysis dates back to Shuttleworth (1937) who illustrated
the effect of individual differences in developmental tempo (figure 2).
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Age (years)
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Figure 2. The effect of averaging growth-velocity curves from Tanner (1962); after Shuttleworth (1937).
(-) Individual curves; (-----) mean curve.

The present method is based on some established statistical tools for analysing
individual curves (kernel estimation (Gasser and Mtiller 1984; Gasser, Miiller and
Mammitzsch 1985b) and new theoretical developments regarding the analysis of
samples of curves (Kneip and Gasser 1989a, 1989b). Leaving aside theoretical
arguments and details, there are two main ideas in this concept:

(l) The individual shift functions used for the alignment to average development are
continuous in time and are, in general, non-linear, and thus allow a different
alignment for different phases of growth. This leads not only to a better global
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picture of growth, but also to a more detailed one: for example, the pubertal spurt
(PS) should not only occur at an average age, but also have an average duration.

(2) The shifted individual curves are averaged in raw form. This leads to an average
curve with a better validity, compared with averaging curves fitted in either a
parametric or a non-parametric way. In the latter approach, the average curve will
inevitably inherit the systematic errors committed in individual fitting.

The steps taken for what we call a 'structural average curve' are as follows:

(l) We have to define characteristic times or &g€s 21,...2r(zr Sr2S...<"J in
development which can be found in most individual curves and which hopefully
have some common meaning. often, a priori knowledge will lead to such a
definition. If not, we can offer a method which suggests characteristic points from
the data (see below).

Two main classes of characteristic points can be distinguished.
(a) The ages where maxima and minima occur, either in the curve itself or in one of

its derivatives, are traditionally used by mathematicians to characterize the
shape of a curve. For growth, the distance curve reflects the dynamics less well
than velocity and acceleration curves, and the maxima and minima in the latter
are thus of prime importance.

(b) In a segment of the curve, decreasing from a maximum to a minimum, points
of proportions of the decrease can be defined as characteristic points, giving
information about the steepness of decline (similarly for increasing segments).
Furthermore, it is advantageous to have some natural starting and end point of
the process, in order to fix the time-scale before the first and after the last
characteristic point.

(2) The characteristic times defined in step (l) have to be determined in individual
curveszs : ,6 . . . , r r { i=1 , . . . ,n : index ingsub jec ts ) .  I f th is isno tposs ib le fo rsome
characteristic time in some individual, this time is defined to be missing.
Characteristic times (la) can be computed from kernel estimators via zero points
and,/or extrema in the appropriate derivatives of the curves (Gasser and Miiller
1984; Gasser et al. 1985b). The smoothing parameter (or bandwidth) is crucial when
applying kernel estimators. There is a theoretical optimal choice in terms of mean
square error of the resulting curve. Recently introduced methods allow this optimal
bandwidth to be approximated adaptively from the data (Gasser et al. l9g9b).
However, for extracting characteristic points, it is advisable to use a somewhat
smaller than optimal bandwidth. This enhances the chance of identifying small
phenomena like the MS and reduces the bias in the characteristic points. Figures 3
and 4 illustrate how beneficial kernel estimation is for extracting smooth velocity
and acceleration curves from noisy raw velocity and acceleration data, and how
well characteristic times in development become visible (the optimal bandwidth has
been used for this illustration). In some cases, ambiguity may arise when assigning
extrema to characteristic times. Such problems can usually be solved by
plausibility, i.e by combining arguments on size and location of maxima and
minima, on their succession and lastly by comparison with other somatic quantities
which are expected to have a well-defined pattern with low variability.

(3) The next step involves transforming the individual growth functions I (/)
(/=chronological age; i: l, . . . , n) to an average developmental age scale, using
theindividualcharacteristicpoints rti, ...,rlardtheiraverage i6 ...,7p.Growth
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Figure 3. (a) Raw velocity curves of sitting height and (b) raw acceleration curves for girls (nos. 6-10;
lower five) and for boys (nos. 6-10; upper five).
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Figure 4. (a) Velocity and (b) acceleration curves for the same subjects as figure 2, obtained by automatic
kernel estimation. Note well-defined mid-growth spurt (MS) and pubertal spurt (PS).
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functions can be distances, velocity and acceleration. The idea is that there is some
basic process which evolves with a different individual tempo (and also a different
intensity). In this concept individual growth is a shifted version of the basic process
which is also modulated in intensity. By determining shift functions g(/)
individually, we try to transform the individual growth curvef (/) to the average
tempo.
(a) Put g{?)=r; Such that .fi@iG))=rtG,). This means that individual

characteristic points are shifted to their average location.
(b) In order to obtain a continuous time transformation g; (/), we have to

interpolate between characteristic points. This has to be done such that the
resulting curve & (l) is strictly increasing. We have used an algorithm that
guarantees this and leads, furthermore, to smooth shift functions by using
piece-wise cubic polynomials (Fritsch and Butland 1984).

(4) Tfansformed curvesf(gi (/)) are obtained by applying the transformation g(l) to the
linearly interpolated data (figure l(b)). Linear interpolation means that the
measurements, or the first and second divided differences for the velocity and
acceleration, are joined by straight lines. The resulting curves are averaged across
the sample (figure l(c)): 1 n

l(t)=: D f{e{t))
n  i : l

This mean curve is called the structural average because it relies on structure in the data,
such as minima and maxima. If considered too wiggly, this average can be smoothed
slightly by kernel estimation. Statistical theory shows that the quality of the resulting
average curve improves both with the number of data points per subject and with the
number of subjects available. The precision of the characteristic times (and as a
consequence also of the resulting curves) also depends on the pattern present:
symmetric extrema and/or steep extrema are easier to analyse. Computing is fast,
mainly due to the fact that a fast algorithm for kernel estimation has been found
(Gasser and Kneip 1989). It should be noted that this type of analysis may be applied to
the whole group and to subgroups of interest (see below).

3. Results

Definition of characteristic points
Regarding height growth, a priori knowledge of its structure is available: in

addition to the well-known pubertal spurt (PS), there is a prepubertal mid-growth spurt
(MS) which can usually be quantified more easily in the acceleration curve (Gasser el a/.
1984a). The following characteristic points have been previously introduced (Gasser el
al. 1985a) for the MS and the PS (to be determined from the acceleration curve).

T2: age of maximal acceleration during the MS.
T3: age where (acceleration at T2+acceleration atT4)/2 is reached.
^14: age of maximal deceleration at the end of the MS.
T6: age with minimal velocity (:zero acceleration) before the PS.
T7: age of maximal acceleration in PS.
T8: age of maximal velocity (: zero acceleration) in PS.
T9: age of maximal deceleration in PS.
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The value of T3 is largely determined by T2 and T4 so that it was not used. An a
prtori graphic data analysis showed that T6 was not well defined in an appreciable
percentage of subjects for some somatic measures. However, for height growth T6 is
highly correlated with T7 (Gasser, Kdhler, Miiller, Prader, Largo and Molinari 1985c).
Thus T6 was also omitted. A further characteristic point T0 was introduced in order to
quantify the individual rate of decrease of growth velocity in infancy. Age T0 is defined
to be the point of 5090 decline ofvelocity after I year (the end-point is defined to be the
age where velocity is mininal prior to T2, or else, T2, or else 6 years). The starting point
and end-point of growth were set to - 0'75 years ('conception') and 24 years (where
growth is expected to be finished), respectively. The definitions of the characteristic
points are illustrated in figure 5.
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If no a priori knowledge were available, or if one were not willing to assume the
pattern of height growth for other somatic quantities, the following procedure enables
a definition of characteristic points for the problem at hand (Gasser et al. 1989c). The
procedure is illustrated for the problem of finding characteristic points for bihumeral
width in terms of maximal and minimal acceleration. In a first step, the ages of all local
minima and maxima in the acceleration curve are determined for each subject. Local
means that each peak (or trough) is included, irrespective of its size. These ages are
determined via kernel estimation, using a relatively small bandwidth so that small peaks
are identified. In the second step the identified ages are combined for all individuals,
separately for minima and maxima, and put in ascending order. In the third step the
frequency of occurence of minima (and maxima) across the age span of interest is
computed as a kernel probability density and plotted (the kernel probability density is a
smooth alternative to the histogram). We call this quantity the characteristic density,
which is a sort of pattern-recognition method. Whenever a maximum (or minimum)
acceleration occurs systematically in the sample in some age span, it should stand out as
a peak in the characteristic density. The width of this peak provides information on the
scatter of this phenomenon in the population, and its area indicates in which
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Figure 6. Density of (a) local maxima and (b) local minima in all the individual acceleration curves of
bihumeral width for boys (' ' ' ' ') and girls ( ).
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proportion of subjects it has been identified. Minima (or maxima) in the acceleration
curve which do not occur systematically should level out in the characteristic density.
These may be small individual changes due to illness, stress, etc., or just random
phenomena. Figure 6 illustrates that this approach is rather successful.

Maximal acceleration and deceleration in the PS emerged clearly, with the sex
diferences in age which are well-known for height. At age 6 years, a further maximum
took place at the same age and the same frequency for both sexes followed by a
minimum which clustered at about 8 years. This indicates that the mid-growh spurt
(MS) is a highly consistent phenomenon for bihumeral width. The same quantity could
also be clearly identified in the characteristic density of velocity; this is in contrast to
height, where only the characteristic density of acceleration showed it clearly. The MS
maximum and minimum had a tendency to be bimodal, indicating a sporadically
occuring further peak at about age 4 years.Due to the availability of portable software,
the characteristic density procedure can be applied rather easily. However, it might
often be sufficient to inspect smoothed velocity and acceleration curves for a subsample
graphically to obtain a valid impression about the occurrence of characteristic points.

Structural averages
The accuracy of characteristic points is decisive for the quality of the structural

average. A detailed check was, therefore, performed as follows.

(l) The computerized definition of characteristic points was checked visually on a
graphic workstation for implausible values (for example when two peaks occur
before the PS, the definition of the MS is not always easy).

(2) The characteristic times then obtained were analysed statistically for extreme values
and the curves inspected again graphically.

(3) Very late or very early spurts are usually consistent within individuals across
variables. Therefore, large discrepancies in timing between different somatic
quantities in the same children were checked.

While this time-consuming procedure improved the quality of the resulting curves,
it should be stressed that the automatic computerized assignment of characteristic
points based on kernel estimation and common-sense criteria was not decisively worse
(such criteria are necessary if there are two peaks where we expect one, or if a MS
cannot be identified within an appropriate age span).

Figure 7 shows the structural average velocity and acceleration for standing height
for the total sample. It is evident that boys and girls do not differ until the end of the
MS, but there is a marked difference afterwards. The pattern was qualitatively similar
to the one found earlier for a subsample using a cruder method (Gasser et al. 1985a:
figure 5). There were, however, remarkable quantitative differences: (l) peak height
velocity of the PS was found there to be 8.3cm year-r for boys, and in the present
study to be 9.8 cm year - I for the same subsample; and (2) the pubertal velocity peak
also became thinner, or sharper, as indicated by an increase in maximal acceleration
from 2'3cm year-z to 4cm year-z.

The question arises whether the method still works for somatic quantities which are
ill-determined due to very small changes. Figure 8 illustrates this for the width of the
knee. Qualitatively, the same pattern emerged as for height, but the MS was relatively
more pronounced. Quantitatively,the phenomena identified became minute: the size of
the velocity peak of the PS amounted to roughly I .5 mm year - I for girls and to roughly
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Figure 7. Structural average velocity (a) and acceleration (b) of standing height for boys (" "') and
girls ( ).

3 mm year- I for boys (increase above prepubertal level). After appropriate
standardization to eliminate differences in size, structural average curves are an ideal
tool for comparing the dynamics of growth in different somatic quantities. This will be
made evident in a forthcoming paper.

Anulysing subgroups
Given an adequate sample size, subgroups can be defined with respect to criteria of

interest. This will often lead to conclusions about underlying mechanisms in a
straightforward and intuitively appealing way, due to the graphical representation.
This is illustrated for the problem of quantifying the influence of the dynamics of
growth on adult height achieved, which proved to be a thorny problem in the past (see
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Gasser e/ a/. 1985c). The samples of boys and girls were each ordered according to adult
height and split into three equally large groups. Structural average curves were
computed separately for the subgroups whose adult heights were short, medium and
tall. The graphical analysis was performed for the two extreme groups only to facilitate
interpretation (figure 9). For boys the size and timing of the PS had a very small
association with adult height, and the association was only a little larger for girls. In
both sexes, the rise of the velocity peak above the pre-PS level was about the same for
small and tall adults. The differences in adult height were predominantly associated
with differences in prepubertal velocity.
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Figure 9. Structural average velocity of standing height for boys (a) and girls (b) becoming tall adults
(' ' ' ' ') and adults (-).

4. Discussion
It is commonplace in auxology that the cross-sectional mean of individual growth

curves yields a severly distorted picture of average growth, due to a substantial
individual variation in the tempo of growth. Such limitations are present, though less
obvious, when dealing with more sophisticated methods like principal-component
analysis (Berkey and Kent 1983) or mixed-effect type analysis of variance (Laird and
Ware 1982; Goldstein 1986). Both these methods fail to account for interindividual
variation in the growth tempo and may yield distorted results, if appropriate care is not
taken. In principal-component analysis, for example, additional components may
arise, which are derivatives of the original components (M6cks 1986).

The structural average should by construction lead to a curve which reflects the
average tempo and the average intensity of growth. It is well known from calculus that
extrema and inflection points (i.e extrema in the derivative) describe the shape of a
curve well. The illustrative examples presented here and in a preliminary report (Gasser
et al. 1989a) show that the structural averages of velocity and acceleration show a
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differentiated pattern of growth. Moreover, these average curves have a remarkable
precision both in terms of variability and bias. The latter can be seen from the
comparison of averaged individual peak-height velocities (Gasser et al. 1985a) with
peak-height velocity in the structural average velocity curve. For boys, the latter was
l.5cm year-l higher, indicating a substantial bias in the first approach. Anad hoc
procedure rendered a bias estimate of similar size (Gasser et al. 1984b). Higher values
than with parametric or non-parametric fitting were obtained with a graphical
procedure by Tanner, Whitehouse and Takaiski (1966) and also by Tbranger, Engstrcim
Lichtenstein and Svennberg-Redegren (1976).

It is intuitively plausible that variability profits from the averaging process.
Statistical theory and examples prove this exception to be true. The extent of variability
present can be judged quite well visually for the new method. A certain percentage of
missing characteristic points (e.g. in the MS) is well tolerated by the method. It also
allows the investigation of microphenomena, like the MS and PS in the width of the
knee, which cannot be reliably quantified in individual curves. Inevitably, this goes
along with a decrease in precision. The definition of characteristic points in
development is crucial for this method. For analysing somatic growth, a good a priori
choice is available from earlier work and from a prior graphical analysis. However, we
have developed a method which leads to the definition of consistently occuring
characteristic points from the data at hand (see figure 5).

The highly useful and economical aspect of structural average curves can be seen
well in the example for the subgroup analysis: it becomes immediately evident that the
intensity of the PS has no influence on adult height, and its timing a small one in boys,
and only a very slight one in girls. The overwhelming factor is the level of prepubertal
velocity. Similar conclusions were much more difficult to reach in a correlational
analysis (Gasser et al, 1985c, where a smaller group n = 45 was analysed), and they were
less clear and less differentiated.
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Zusammenfassung. Es wird eine neue statistische Methode zur Bestimmung einer durchschnittlichen
Wachstumkurve vorgestellt, die wertvoll ist im Sinne der Reprilsentanz der durchschnittlichen Dynamik
oder des durchschnittlichen Tempos und der durchschnittlichen Intensitat des untersuchten Wachstums-
prozesses. In diesem Zusammenhang bedeutet Wachstumskurve entweder Abstands-, Geschwindigkeits-
oder Beschleunigungskurve. Die Hauptidee ist dabei, individuelle Kurven kontinuierlich (und nicht-linear)
im Alter auf einen durchschnittlichen Entwicklungsaltersma0stab zu verschieben. Da die resultierenden
Kurven eher die typische Form repriisentieren als individuelle Variationen von ihr, sind sie von Interesse fiir
Vergleiche verschiedener Variablen von Knaben und Miidchen und von Untergruppen. Die Methode wird
illustriert mit Langsschnittwachstumdaten der ersten grofSen Ziiricher Liingsschnittuntersuchung.

R6sumd. Une nouvelle m6thode statistique est presentee pour d6terminer une courbe de croissance
moyenne, qui est valide parce qu'elle represente A la fois la dynamique moyenne ou tempo et I'intensitd
moyenne du processus de croissance 6tudi6. Dans ce contexte, la courbe de distance, de v6locit6 ou
d'acc6lfration. L'idde principale est de d6placer les courbes individuelles de fagon continue (et non lin6aire)
par rapport i I'ige, jusqu'i une €chelle moyenne d'Age ddveloppemental. Dans la mesure oir les courbes
r{sultantes repr6sentent la forme typique plut6t que des variations individuelles de celle-ci, elles sont
int6ressantes pour comparer les diff6rentes variables des gargons, des filles et des sous-groupes. La mdthode
est illustree par des donn6es longitudinales de croissance provenant de la premidre 6tude longitudinale de
Zurich.


